
Nex-Tech, a Kansas-owned company with 

nearly 70 years in the communications 

and technology industry, is further 

investing in the continued prosperity 

of Great Bend by bringing state of  

the art fiber technology to the 

residents of Great Bend. 

Nex-Tech is bringing
fiber to Great Bend.

fiber.nex-tech.com

3700 10th Street
Great Bend, KS 67530

877-625-7872



As with any utility, having the most capable and reliable infrastructure provides more value to the community 

and its residents. Connecting Great Bend with fiber brings big benefits. Having the option for this much capacity 

attracts and retains businesses that require large amounts of bandwidth for their operations. Bandwidth 

requirements are continuing to increase in households too. This fiber investment prepares us all for the 

technology of the future. 

This fiber expansion will provide Internet speeds up to 1 Gig, allowing ample bandwidth for running multiple 

wireless devices simultaneously, 4k streaming video and the capacity to support a work-from-home lifestyle. 

Nex-Tech will provide brilliantly fast and reliable Internet service, telephone services (keep your same  

current number) and our new TV Now streaming video service!

The Benefit

The Process
The Great Bend fiber project will be completed in phases. Each household has been    

assigned to one of 12 zones throughout Great Bend and construction will be completed by zone.    

We are first contacting each household to measure their interest in receiving fiber. 

Once a zone surpasses the minimum interest level required, residents can then sign-up for services.   

If enough residents commit to Nex-Tech fiber services, we will begin fiber construction in that zone!   

The order in which zones will be constructed is based upon how quickly the commitment requirements   

are met. Neighborhood zones that do not reach the necessary commitment level may be served with a hybrid 

wireless solution instead of fiber.

Nex-Tech is prepared to provide fiber service everywhere in Great Bend, but our actual construction plans 

will be based on the interest we receive from each household. That’s why it’s so important to hear from  

you and your neighbors.

fiber.nex-tech.com

Submit your interest today!
Help bring fiber to your neighborhood!


